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A gradual decrease in motion artifact was observed over a few minutes after the subject sat on the chair, which may have been caused
by the increase in moisture in clothes due to sweating. Furthermore, a
decrease in noise level was observed when the moisture in clothes increased. These observations show the notable influence of moisture on
the measurement necessitating further study on the effects of humidity.
Though the signal quality obtained was poorer than that obtained
using conventional methods, the presented ECG measurement method
has the substantial advantage of being easily used on a daily basis. The
method can be used for daily ECG monitoring as an auxiliary diagnostic device, or for a long-term HRV measurement.

VI. CONCLUSION
We described a method of taking ECG measurements that does not
rely on direct skin contact. The method utilizes high-input-impedance
active electrodes and indirect-contact grounding. The signal quality of
the presented method was lower than those of conventional methods
and was dependent on clothing properties. However, our results demonstrate the potential of this technique for long-term, convenient, everyday use.
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Linear Minimum Mean-Square Error Filtering for Evoked
Responses: Application to Fetal MEG
Mingli Chen, Barry D. Van Veen, and Ronald T. Wakai*

Abstract—This paper describes a linear minimum mean-squared error
(LMMSE) approach for designing spatial filters that improve the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of multiepoch evoked response data. This approach does
not rely on availability of a forward solution and thus is applicable to problems in which a forward solution is not readily available, such as fetal magnetoencephalography (fMEG). The LMMSE criterion leads to a spatial
filter that is a function of the autocorrelation matrix of the data and the
autocorrelation matrix of the signal. The signal statistics are unknown, so
we approximate the signal autocorrelation matrix using the average of the
data across epochs. This approximation is reasonable provided the mean of
the noise is zero across epochs and the signal mean is significant. An analysis
of the error incurred using this approximation is presented. Calculations of
SNR for the exact and approximate LMMSE filters and simple averaging
for the rank-1 signal case are shown. The effectiveness of the method is
demonstrated with simulated evoked response data and fetal MEG data.
Index Terms—Linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE), magnetoencephalography (MEG), spatial filter.

I. INTRODUCTION
The most common method of increasing the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of evoked response data is averaging; however, this simplistic
approach is often inadequate when the number of trials and/or the SNR
is low, which is often the case for magnetoencephalography (MEG) and
electroencephalography (EEG) signals. An extreme example of a low
SNR signal is the fetal magnetoencephalogram (fMEG) [1]–[3]. In the
last few years, MEG has been increasingly utilized to study the development of brain activity in the fetus, as well as the neonate. Fetal
recordings are arguably the most difficult of all MEG signals to record
due to their very low amplitude and the presence of strong cardiac interference from both the fetus and mother.
Recent attempts to improve the SNR of the fMEG have centered on
spatial filtering techniques [4], [5]. MEG recording systems typically
allow for acquisition of many channels, and the sensor covariance exhibits considerable spatial structure, which can be exploited with suitable signal processing techniques. Many spatial filtering methods, such
as linearly constrained minimum variance spatial filtering [6], require
knowledge of the forward solution; however, this is problematic for
fMEG due to the lack of a simple, accurate source model. In the absence
of a forward solution, more general methods such as principle component analysis (PCA) and maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) [7]
can still be employed. PCA exploits the low-rank spatial structure of
the signal, but requires rank determination and whitening to be effective [8]. MLE exploits low-rank spatio-temporal structure and inherently accommodates spatially colored noise, but also requires rank
determination.
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In this paper, we formulate a linear minimum mean-square error
(LMMSE) filter and show that it can significantly improve the SNR of
fetal auditory evoked response (fAER) data. The filter does not require
a forward solution or rank determination and is applicable to spatially
colored noise. Several variations of LMMSE filtering have been previously applied to evoked potential data [9], [10], often for estimation
of single-trial evoked responses. Our LMMSE filter differs from prior
ones in the way in which the signal is approximated and the correlation matrices are estimated. In Section II, we describe the formulation
of the filter, including estimation of the signal statistics. In Section III,
we compute the excess mean square error of our approximate solution
with respect to the true solution and compare the SNR of our method
to that of the exact LMMSE filter and averaging. Simulated and real
fMEG data show that our LMMSE filter can be effective even in very
low SNR situations. Although here we only consider fMEG data, the
filter can be applied to virtually any multiepoch evoked response data,
including EEG data.
Bold face upper and lower case fonts are used to denote matrices and
vectors, respectively. Superscripts t and 01 denote matrix transpose
and matrix inverse. The expectation of a random vector or a matrix
is denoted by h i. The covariance of a matrix A is defined as CA =
h(A 0hAi)(A 0hAi)ti and the trace of a square matrix A is denoted
by tr fAg.
II. METHODS

Let X denote a n 2 T data matrix representing a single trial, where
n is the number of channels and T is the number of samples in each
trial. Suppose S and N denote the signal and noise, respectively, so
X = S + N. The method presented here assumes the signal has a
significant mean component, the noise has zero mean, and the signal
and noise are uncorrelated, i.e. hSi 6= 0, hNi = 0 and hSNt i = 0.
Define the mean-square error (MSE) between the signal and the spatial filter, F, applied to the data as

e2 (F) = tr (S 0 FX)(S 0 FX)t :

(2)

In practice, RSS and RXX are not available and must be approximated using the data.
Let X1 ; X2 ; . . . ; XJ denote J independent trials in a multiepoch
recording and assume Xi = Si + Ni . It is straightforward to approximate RXX using the sample average

^ XX =
R

1

J

J
i=1

Xi Xit :

(3)

^ XX ! RXX . We exploit the mean
For J large enough, we have R
of the signal and noise to approximate RSS as
^ SS = Xave Xtave ;
R
where Xave = (1=J )

^ =
We now study the performance obtained using Fmin , F
2
^ 01 , and simple averaging. The excess MSE, eex
^ SS R
(
F
) =
R
XX 2
e2 (F) 0 emin
can be expressed as
2
eex
(F) = tr

01 RXX F 0 RSS R01
F 0 RSS RXX
XX

(5)

t

:

(6)

^ SS and
For this analysis we assume that J is sufficiently large so that R
^ XX approach hR
^ SS i and RXX , respectively, and thus use Fapp =
R
01 to compute the excess MSE in place of F^ . This yields
hR^ SSiRXX

J 0 1C 0 1 C
S J N
J
t
01 J 0 1 CS 0 1 CN
2 RXX
(7)
J
J
2
which suggests eex
(Fapp ) decreases as CS decreases and J increases.

2
eex
(Fapp ) = tr

We further consider the performance of Fapp for the specific case of
a rank-one signal S = h t , where h is an n 2 1 spatial pattern and is
a T 2 1 random vector describing the time evolution of the signal. We
assume ht h = 1 and define = h i,  2 = h( 0 )t ( 0 )i, and
= t +  2 . Note that with these definitions RXX = hht + CN
01 can be computed in closed form via the matrix inversion
and thus RXX
lemma.
^ = FX , as a
We use the SNR of the estimated mean signal, S
ave
performance metric. First, note that

01 S + 1
Fmin Xave = RSS RXX

J

J
i=1

) + 1
(S i 0 S

J

The power in Fmin Xave due to the signal is defined as

01
SP (Fmin Xave ) = tr RSS RXX

2

S +

J

1

J

i=1

S +

J

1

J

i=1
t

)
(S i 0 S
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)
(S i 0 S

01 RSS : (9)
RXX

After simplification (9) becomes



2

SP (Fmin Xave ) =

1+

2

(10)



1
where
= t + (1=J ) 2 and  = ht C0
N h. The noise power
NP(Fmin Xave ) in Fmin Xave is defined similarly to obtain

NP(Fmin Xave ) =

1

J

2



(1 +

 )2

:

(11)

Hence, the SNR of Fmin Xave is the ratio of (10) to (11) which is

SNR(Fmin Xave ) = J
(4)

J
^
i=1 Xi . The mean of RSS is

hR^ SSi = S S t + J1 CS + J1 CN

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

(1)

1
The filter that minimizes e2 (F) is given by F = Fmin = RSS R0
XX ,
t
t
where RSS = hSS i and RXX = hXX i (See [11]). The minimum
MSE is
2
01 RSS :
emin
= tr RSS 0 RSS RXX

^ SS is biased since the quantity we seek to
where S = hSi. Note that R
t
approximate is RSS = SS + CS .

:

(12)

For comparison, the SNR of the mean in the absence of spatial filtering
(F = I) is

SNR(Xave ) =

J :
trfCN g

(13)
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Fig. 1. Simulation results for Gaussian noise. (a)–(c) Superposition plots of 37-channel data: (a) noise-free synthetic signal, (b) the signal obtained by averaging,
and (c) LMMSE filter output. (d) Sensor layout plot of 37-channel data, showing the spatial pattern of the signal before and after filtering. (e) SNR improvement
attained by the filter versus SNR of the filter input, obtained by averaging. The results in (a)–(d) are for an input SNR of 5 dB.

0

The ratio of the optimum spatial filter SNR (12) to the SNR without
spatial filtering (13) is

Fmin Xave ) =  1 trfCN g:
SNR(Xave )

SNR(

(14)

It can be shown that (14) is greater than one, so the optimum spatial
filter always improves SNR.
It can be shown that the SNR of app ave is

F X

SNR(

Fapp Xave )
=

1 2 + 1
J

J

+ J1 

01 2  2

+ 
 )+ J1 trfCN g0 2 1+


2 (1+

(1+

 )2

:

(15)
The ratio of (15) over (13) is
SNR(

Fapp Xave )
Xave )

SNR(
=

2 + 1 2
J

+ J1 

(1+

01 2  2 1 trfCN g

+ 
 )+ J1 trfCN g0 2 1+


(1+

 )2

:

(16)

F

As J ! 1, (16) approaches (14). Thus, app improves the SNR
relative to averaging provided J is sufficiently large.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
The performance of the algorithm was evaluated by applying it to
fAER data and to two types of simulated data. The purpose of the simulations was to quantify the improvement in SNR and to assess the
distortion of the spatial pattern introduced by the filter.
The simulated data were obtained by embedding multiple occurrences of a synthetic signal in noise. The time-evolution of the synthetic signal, which was designed to mimic a fAER, was a Gaussian
pulse with full width at half maximum of 91 ms. The spatial pattern
was obtained by computing the forward solution for a current dipole
in a sphere, adjusting the dipole position and orientation to produce a
signal pattern of a typical dipolar source beneath the sensor [Figs. 1(d)
and 2(d)]. The use of such a low-rank signal is appropriate for fetal
sources, which generally are dipolar because their physical dimensions
typically are much less than the source-to-sensor distance. SNR was adjusted by varying the amplitude of the synthetic signal. For the first set
of simulations, the noise was an artificially generated white Gaussian
noise time-series. A run of 400 trials was simulated by adding the synthetic signal to 400 1-s epochs of noise, with the peak of the synthetic
signal positioned at time 0.22 s.
For the second set of simulations, the noise consisted of recordings taken from a fetus in the absence of auditory stimulation, obtained using the following procedure. A 37-channel biomagnetometer
(Magnes, 4D Neuroimaging) was placed over the abdomen of a pregnant mother, near the location of the fetal scalp. A ten-minute recording
with 0.1–200 Hz passband and 520 Hz sampling rate was acquired in
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Fig. 2. Simulation results for recorded noise. (a)–(c) Superposition plots of 37-channel data: (a) noise-free synthetic signal, (b) the signal obtained by averaging,
and (c) LMMSE filter output. (d) Sensor layout plot of 37-channel data, showing the spatial pattern of the signal before and after filtering. (e) SNR improvement
attained by the filter versus SNR of the filter input, obtained by averaging. The results in (a)–(d) are for an input SNR of 5 dB.

0

the absence of auditory stimulation. This recording contained the interferences typically encountered in fMEG recordings—fetal magnetocardiography (MCG), maternal MCG, and other biological interference, such as maternal and fetal breathing and body movement artifact,
as well as environmental and instrumental interference. Four hundred
occurrences of the synthetic signal were added to the recordings with
random 1–2 s interval to prevent synchronization with periodic interference. The signal was digitally filtered with passband 0.5–10 Hz and
parsed into 400 1-s epochs, each beginning 0.25 s prior to the onset of
the signal. Cardiac interference is not removed. Artifact rejection was
performed using an amplitude threshold of 2:5 2 10012 T; however,
no epochs were rejected.
The simulation results for white Gaussian noise are presented in
Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a)–(c) shows the result of one simulation: Fig. 1(a) is
the noise-free synthetic signal, Fig. 1(b) is the signal obtained by averaging, and Fig. 1(c) is the LMMSE filter output. Fig. 1(d) shows the
spatial pattern of the signal before and after filtering. The results of 41
simulations are summarized in Fig. 1(e), using (13) and (15) to compute the SNR improvement attained by the filter versus SNR of the
filter input, obtained by averaging. The simulation results for recorded
noise are presented in Fig. 2, following the same format as Fig. 1.
Next, fAER data was collected from a normal fetus at gestational age
37 weeks using 300 auditory tone bursts of frequency 1.5 kHz, intensity
100 dB, and duration 100 ms. The tone bursts were presented at random
1–2 s intervals during the 450 s recording period. Two data collection
sessions were performed. After applying a 0.5–10 Hz bandpass filter

and performing artifact rejection using a 2000 fT amplitude threshold,
255 and 287 trials were available for analysis. Averaged fAERs from
runs 1 and 2, respectively, are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (c); the results
of LMMSE filtering are shown in Fig. 3(b) and (d). The signal was
visible after averaging in the first run [Fig. 3(a)], but contained significant interference which was removed by the LMMSE filter [Fig. 3(b)].
In the second run, the signal was difficult to identify after averaging
[Fig. 3(c)], whereas the LMMSE filter yielded a signal [Fig. 3(d)] with
morphology and spatial pattern similar to that obtained in the first run.
The signal latencies were consistent with those reported in previous
fAER studies [1]–[3].
V. DISCUSSION
The LMMSE filter can significantly increase the SNR of fAER
recordings, improving the resolution of weak signals that are obscured
by noise even after averaging. This approach is well suited for fMEG
because the assumptions are minimal and no user input concerning
desired signal characteristics is required. Also, it is very effective at
removing large interference, including fetal and maternal MCG. Other
approaches for removing fetal and maternal MCG, such as matched
filtering, have significant limitations.
The LMMSE filter generally produces signal amplitudes much
smaller than those of the true signal. The fact that the procedure yields
a biased estimate may account in part for why LMMSE methods are
not more widely used. However, amplitude is of secondary importance
for detection of the fAER—SNR is the most important criterion.
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Evaluation of MRI RF Probes Utilizing Infrared Sensors
Tamer S. Ibrahim* and Robert Lee

Abstract—The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) coil’s radio frequency
(RF) field distribution has a strong effect on image quality as well as specific
absorption rate. In this paper, a method of probing a coil’s RF field distribution over any unoccupied region of the coil is presented. This technique
is based on the use of infrared sensing. The proposed method was implemented and tested on a high field RF volume coil operating at 340 MHz.
Very good agreement was achieved between the infrared measurements and
numerical data obtained utilizing an in-house three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain package. The results demonstrate that the proposed
technique is practical, robust, and efficient in making accurate measurements of the electric field distributions in loaded and unloaded MRI coils.
Index Terms—FDTD, infrared sensors, RF coils.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig 3. (a), (c) Averaged fetal auditory evoked responses for runs 1 and 2, respectively. (b), (d) LMMSE filter output for runs 1 and 2, respectively. Each
window is 1 s long with prestimulus interval 250 ms and poststimulus interval
750 ms. The filtered signals show similar latency; the smaller amplitude in run
2 can be due to a number of causes such as fetal movement or state change.

Signal topography is also an important characteristic, and the distortion resulting from the LMMSE filter is modest.
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The uniformity of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) transmit and
receive radio frequency (RF) fields greatly influences the image quality.
As human MRI is now performed at field strengths reaching 7, 8, and
9.4 tesla (T), there is significant deterioration in the image quality due to
the nonuniformity of the RF fields associated with such field strengths.
This limits the usefulness of ultra high field (7 T) human imaging.
Although computational electromagnetics can be used to predict these
fields [1]–[6] and is a vital tool in designing the RF probes [7], [8],
experimental measurements of the RF fields are still necessary for validating the computational predictions and for confirming the performance of the RF probes.
Several researchers have developed methods for measuring the
transmit field [9]–[12] as well as temperature changes due to RF
absorption [13]–[15], however, obtaining rapid and accurate data over
the coil’s entire working volume remains a challenge. Scanning the
coil with a field probe causes unavoidable perturbations in the field,
most especially for ultra high field imaging frequencies, and it is
extremely time consuming. Imaging techniques based on homogeneous phantoms [9] and thermochromic films embedded in phantoms
[16] are effective for sensing fields over the region occupied by the
phantom, but they provide no information about the fields outside of
the phantom. In particular, a coil’s radiation losses, which are essential
in confirming specific absorption rate (SAR) predictions, cannot be
measured with these imaging methods.
In this paper, we present a method of probing the field distribution
over any unoccupied region of a coil. The technique is adapted from a
previously used method for measurements of fields and current distributions in other applications (e.g., [17] and [18]). The method involves
placing a very thin low-loss dielectric film into the coil. Components
of the electric field in the plane of the film produce ohmic currents,
which deposit thermal energy in the film [19], [20]. The resulting local
temperature increase can be detected remotely with an infrared (IR)
camera, and from it, the local electric field can be inferred. In this
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